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CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER 

 

1. My father needs to send a letter _______his friend in Singapore. 

A. of        B. from  

C. to        D. down 

2. There are thirty days _____ March.  

A. in        B. on  

C. or        D. and 

3. There are some vegetables and two large ______ on the table. 

A. bowl of soup      B. bowl of soups  

C. bowls of soups      D. bowls of soup 

4. Odd one out: 

A. playing       B. learning  

C writing       D. evening 

5. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently: 

A. tired       B. fish  

C. thing       D. chicken 

6. My father never drinks _____ black tea for breakfast. 

A. much       B. many  

C. any       D. A & C are correct 

7. When's your birthday? - It's _____ September 2nd. 

A. at        B. in 

C. on        D. from 

8. We _________ to the karate club twice a week. 

A. go        B. do 

C. play       D. practise 
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9. Friction _____ a force that holds back the movement of a sliding object.  

A. is        B. are 

C. were      D. was 

10. They work _____the fourteenth floor of Sai Gon Tower. 

A. at        B. from 

C. on        D. in 

11. Choose the odd one out: 

A. island      B. sea 

C. ocean      D. factory 

12. How many students _____ in your class? 

A. is there       B. there is 

C. there are      D. are there 

13. Which part is INCORRECT? 

Let's go to the library to looks for books about the solar system. 

A. go to      B. looks 

C. for       D. about 

14. I don’t understand this question. I think _____ is too difficult.  

A. him       B. her 

C. them       D. it 

15. The sun sets in the ______. 

A. North       B. West 

C. South       D. East 

16. Which sentence is CORRECT? 

A. Can you draw a picture about your house? B. Can you drawing a picture of your house? 

C. Can you draw a picture of your house? D. Can you draw a pictures of your house? 

17. Staying up late is a bad ______. 

A. habit       B. award 

C. job       D. duty 
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18. Choose the odd one out:  

A. worker       B. teacher 

C. writer       D. cooker 

19. This photo reminds me _______ the good old days. 

A. of         B. in 

C. at        D. on 

20. Roasted pork is my favorite ______. 

A. drink       B. dish 

C. subject       D. soup 

21. Is your classroom downstairs _____ upstairs? 

A. and       B. or 

C. but        D. so 

22. Choose the word that has the underlined letter pronounced differently. 

A. fun       B. sun 

C. supermarket      D. lunch 

23. How _____ is your grandfather? - He's fine. 

A. old        B. tall 

C. young       D. Ø 

24. Choose the odd one out: 

A. laugh       B. bicycle 

C. plane       D. ship  

25. Which word has the different stress pattern? 

A. visit      B. discuss  

C. collect       D. replace 

26. Where were you last Sunday, Linda? - ____________ 

A. I'm traveling to Nha Trang.   B. I want to see famous museums in New York. 

C. I was in the countryside.    D. I cooked a big meal. 
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26. Which ______ is larger, Vietnam or Japan?  

A. language       B. nationality 

C. country        D. continent 

27. Choose the word that has the letter "a" pronounced differently: 

A. candle           B. famous 

C. hate       D. paper 

28. I want a ______ of milk. 

A. bar        B. bunch 

C. carton       D. piece 

29. My grandmother learning _____ to use a smartphone. 

A. where       B. how 

C. what       D. where 

30. You should listen to the question __________. 

A. carefully        B. careful 

C. careless       D. carelessly 

31. Odd one out: 

A. hear        B. look 

C. watch       D. sea 

32. My uncle works ______ a doctor in the hospital. 

A. like       B. as 

C. such as       D. ∅ 

33. Do you want _____ a game with us at break time? 

A. playing       B. played 

C. to play       D. play 

34. My father goes to work ____ Monday _____Saturday. 

A. on/on       B. from/to 

C. in/in      D. to/from 
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35. Is there any swing at that park?  

A. No, there is.      B. No, it isn't. 

C. No, it hasn't.     D. No, there isn't. 

36. Choose the word that has the letter "s" pronounced differently: 

A. bus       B. stay 

C. sugar      D. supper 

37. Thomas went to the _______ to buy some medicine. 

A. museum       B. bookstore 

C. bridge      D. pharmacy 

38. How _____ is it from Hue to Da Lat? 

A. often       B. far 

C. long       D. old 

39. When ______ warm, we go out and play. 

A. its        B. their 

C. it's       D. they're 

40. Many people around the world are suffering ______ hunger and poverty. 

A. on        B. at 

C. from      D. about 

41. The _______ way to travel is by plane. 

A. fast       B. faster 

C. fastest      D. slow 

42. Which part is incorrect? 

Please stand in line to buying tickets to the cinema. 

A. stand       B. in 

C. buying       D. the cinema 

43. Which place do you want to visit, Cat Ba ______ Ba Den mountain? 

A. and       B. or 

C. both      D. than  
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44. How many syllables does the word "pagoda" have?  

A. One       B. Two 

C. Three       D. Four 

45. They want to see the turtle. Where should they go? 

A. Aquarium      B. Post office 

C. Bus stop      D. Museum 

46. Choose the odd one out. 

A. interesting      B. exciting 

C. wonderful      D. importance 

47. Tom got ________ scores than Daniel. 

A. high      B. higher  

C. highest      D. the highest 

48. Choose the word that has the underlined letters pronounced differently. 

A. Called      B. Carried 

C. Looked      D. Opened 

49. One kilogram = ________grams 

A. 10       B. 100 

C. 1000       D. 10000 

50. My father's brother is my _______ 

A. aunt      B. uncle 

C. nephew      D. son 
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ANSWER KEY 

 

1. My father needs to send a letter _______his friend in Singapore. 

A. of        B. from  

C. to        D. down 

2. There are thirty days _____ March.  

A. in        B. on  

C. or        D. and 

3. There are some vegetables and two large ______ on the table. 

A. bowl of soup      B. bowl of soups  

C. bowls of soups      D. bowls of soup 

4. Odd one out: 

A. playing       B. learning  

C writing       D. evening 

5. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently: 

A. tired       B. fish  

C. thing       D. chicken 

6. My father never drinks _____ black tea for breakfast. 

A. much       B. many  

C. any       D. A & C are correct 

7. When's your birthday? - It's _____ September 2nd. 

A. at        B. in 

C. on        D. from 

8. We _________ to the karate club twice a week. 

A. go        B. do 

C. play       D. practise 
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18. Choose the odd one out: 
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19. This photo reminds me _______ the good old days. 
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26. Which ______ is larger, Vietnam or Japan?  
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28. I want a ______ of milk. 
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C. carton       D. piece 

29. My grandmother learning _____ to use a smartphone. 
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30. You should listen to the question __________. 

A. carefully        B. careful 
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31. Odd one out: 
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32. My uncle works ______ a doctor in the hospital. 
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33. Do you want _____ a game with us at break time? 
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35. Is there any swing at that park?  

A. No, there is.      B. No, it isn't. 

C. No, it hasn't.     D. No, there isn't. 

36. Choose the word that has the letter "s" pronounced differently: 

A. bus       B. stay 

C. sugar      D. supper 

37. Thomas went to the _______ to buy some medicine. 

A. museum       B. bookstore 

C. bridge      D. pharmacy 

38. How _____ is it from Hue to Da Lat? 

A. often       B. far 

C. long       D. old 

39. When ______ warm, we go out and play. 

A. its        B. their 

C. it's       D. they're 

40. Many people around the world are suffering ______ hunger and poverty. 

A. on        B. at 

C. from      D. about 

41. The _______ way to travel is by plane. 

A. fast       B. faster 

C. fastest      D. slow 

42. Which part is incorrect? 

Please stand in line to buying tickets to the cinema. 

A. stand       B. in 

C. buying       D. the cinema 

43. Which place do you want to visit, Cat Ba ______ Ba Den mountain? 

A. and       B. or 
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44. How many syllables does the word "pagoda" have?  

A. One       B. Two 

C. Three       D. Four 

45. They want to see the turtle. Where should they go? 

A. Aquarium     B. Post office 

C. Bus stop      D. Museum 

46. Choose the odd one out. 

A. interesting      B. exciting 

C. wonderful      D. importance 

47. Tom got ________ scores than Daniel. 

A. high      B. higher  

C. highest      D. the highest 

48. Choose the word that has the underlined letters pronounced differently. 

A. Called      B. Carried 

C. Looked      D. Opened 

49. One kilogram = ________grams 

A. 10       B. 100 

C. 1000       D. 10000 

50. My father's brother is my _______ 

A. aunt      B. uncle 

C. nephew      D. son 
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